
Size: 130*80 mm
Material: Both-side coated paper 127g
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Specifications and Features:


Reversible Image


Heavy Duty Four Pin Connection


NTSC Output
3


0 FPS Progressive Scan


180 Degree Viewing Angle
Operating Temp: -20c - 70c

  

  

  

  

 
  

  

 Operating Voltage 5.5 - 36


vdc


Current Draw: Max - 80mA
Selectable Parking Lines 


On/Off

18" HD Waterproof 


Cable


IP68 Rated
Minimum Illumination <0.1


Lux

1/3" 1280x720 HD CMOS Imager

 Installation Manual 
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Warranty
The Company (Zorg North America) warrants that if this product or any part thereof, under regular use,
be proven defective in material or workmanship within 36 months from the date of original purchase,
such defect(s) will be repaired or replaced with a new or reconditioned product (at the company's option)
without charge for parts and repair labor. The company will not be responsible for more than the original product cost. 
Shipping is not covered. Contact your Vehicle Upfitter, Body or Chassis Builder, or Vehicle converter for warranty 
coverage or information.

This product is NOT covered under the OEM vehicle warranty. Zorg North America will not be responsible 
for 3rd party (Car Dealer) diagnostic or labor charges.

What is not covered? This warranty does not cover the following:
•Damage incurred during shipping or transporting the product to the company or a service center.
•Elimination of car static or motor noise
•Defects in cosmetic, decorative or non-operative structural parts.
•Costs incurred for installation, removal, or re-installation of the product or consequential damage to accessories or

  vehicle electrical systems.
•Damage caused by improper installation, mishandling, misuse, neglect, accident, blown fuses, battery leakage,
theft, or improper storage.
•Products whose factory serial number/bar code label(s) or markings have been removed or defaced.
•Damage resulting from moisture, humidity, excessive temperature, extreme environmental conditions, or external 
natural causes.
•Shipping to Zorg North America for Service or replacement.
Any return must be pre-authorized by Zorg North America, or it will be returned without repair.

For More Information See WWW.ZORG-NA.COM or Your Installing Dealer.



Zorg North America LLC. is NOT liable in full or any part for 
improper installation that may in any way cause damage too or invalidate your vehicle warranty.

1: Check all wiring connections to insure nothing
    is unpluged or damaged.
2: Check the fuse on the monitor power lead. If blown only 
    replace with the specified amp value fuse.
3: Check the monitor wiring and trigger wire.

There is no picture showing
while in reverse gear.

The picture is fuzzy, 
unclear, or grainy.

1: Check the camera lens, clean with a soft cloth if dirty.
2: Check your monitor settings.
3: Insure no other device in the vehicle is causing the poor
    signal, if needed re-route the video cable.            

                                                  4: Check the power source, is it supplying enough current? 

The picture stays on even 
after I am out of reverse gear.

1: Check your trigger wire and power wire for the monitor
    with a meter to insure you have connected to a proper 
    trigger source.
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If at any time your camera is not functioning correctly STOP! Make sure your path is clear,
use mirrors and if needed have a safety spotter guide you while backing.



Blue

 

Loop-Cut to switch to non-mirror image.This camera is designed to be used on many types of vehicles and applications, it

Always use caution when running wires and insure 

they do not interfere with airbags or other safety equipment.

Tip: Tape connections after cutting.

HD Cameras are designed to be connected to monitors  that 
supply power directly. Be sure to completely tighten the 
screw lock connector in order to maintain a water resistant 
seal. For connection to a RCA type cable use Zorg Adapter 
Part # 4101 (Not Included).
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This camera is designed to offer a view that meets FMVSS 111 requirements
when installed and aimed correctly. The installation location and angle are
the responsibility of the installation facility. 

This camera meets/exceeds DOT reliability standards required for 
compliance with FMVSS 111 and TP-111v-01 acceptance.

Always Disconnect the camera before cutting
the loop for changes in view or park lines.
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